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--------------------------------UD PROFESSOR EXPLORES RACISM THROUGH
JAPANESE PORTRAYALS IN 'THREE STOOGES' MOVIES

DAYTON, Ohio- Moe as a klutzy, camel-kicking Sultan? Larry as ranting, rickshawpulling peac,:nt? Curly as a heel-shuffling, beer-guzzling hausfrau?
Even if the original Three Stooges were still alive and acting, the above movie castings
wouldn't happen in today's "multiculturally sensitive" world, says Don Morlan, a professor of
communication at the University of Dayton.
Movies with plots drawn from racist stereotypes of whole cultures "wouldn't play out
in the 1990s," says Morlan. "We're now in the age of political and cultural correctness- but
there was a time when these films were quite prevalent and popular."
Morlan, a film historian and expert in propaganda, combines his areas of expertise to
examine Hollywood's World War II-era movies, particularly the comedies of the Stooges and
their slapstick depictions of other cultures.
"I have a great interest in movies and propaganda," Morlan explains, "and I find it
especially fascinating when the two are combined- and combined in such a way as to be
socially acceptable in a particular era."
In 1992 Morlan studied the movies of three of his favorite slapstick subjects- Moe,
Larry and Curly- and wrote a paper on their characterizations of Nazi Germans. He has
again taken the face-slapping, eye-gouging trio and explored the "cultural stereotyping" theme
to their Japanese comedies.
Titled "Slapstick Satire at its Best: The Three Stooges' Portrayal of the Japanese in
World War II Comedies," Morlan's paper will be presented April2 in San Diego at the national
Popular I American Culture Associations' annual joint meeting March 31-April3.
In his study of their nine Nazi spoofs, Morlan found pointed propaganda aimed at the
fascist German party. For example, in their 1940 movie You Natzy Spy, a Hitler-lookin-::
saluted as "Hail, Hailstone!" In another scene, he sends a man to a "concentrated" camp
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But that wasn't the case in their four Japanese movies, Morlan discovered. In fact, the Stooges'
portrayal of the Japanese involved nothing in the way of politics or ideology. Instead, the
Stooges' slapstick satire targeted a whole culture.
"With the Germans it wasn't a racist thing," Morlan explains. "Hollywood made a
distinction between good Germans and bad Germans. We liked Bach and Beethoven but not
Hitler and Goebbels."
But in Hollywood's eyes there were no 'good' Japanese. "They were all portrayed as
bucktoothed monkeys who lived in trees and wore horn-rimmed glasses," he says. In their more
dramatic war movies, Hollywood took those stereotypes to a more sinister :evel, portraying
them as "cruel, bayoneting baby killers," he adds.
Hollywood's unbridled racist treatment of the Japanese was "probably mirroring the
country's perception" of the culture, Morlan speculates. "I believe the movie industry thought
they were reinforcing what Americans already believed about the Japanese."
But there may have been another reason why Hollywood, including the Stooges' movies,
attacked Germany's political machine.
"Most of Hollywood's leaders were Jewish, including the heads of the studios and the
Stooges," Morlan explains. "Propaganda toward the Nazis was a powerful movie device for
sending a clear political message. It was personal."
Slapstick movies, Morlan adds, were a subtle and socially acceptable way to express
political propaganda during the 1940s: "America had just gotten out of the Great Depression
and we were headed for a world war. We wanted to forget about our problems for a while."
-30For media interviews, contact Don Morlan at the Marriott Hotel in San Diego at (614)
23-!-1500. Morlan is presenting his paper Friday, April2. Before March 31, he can be reached at
(937) 229-2090.

